
Seamless integration of Eko 
auscultation, ECG, PCG, and AI 
screening with context-aware 
EHR for telemedicine and 
in-clinic use.

Telemedicine
As telemedicine continues to grow, replicating 

auscultation in a remote setting can be challenging. Eko 

brings the power of clear auscultation, ECG, PCG, and 

AI analysis through integration with EHRs, supporting 

context-aware synchronous telehealth sessions from 

within the patient’s chart.

In-clinic screening
As point of care in-clinic screening continues to be used 

to monitor and triage levels of patient care, containing the 

information in one system with minimal clicks can be a 

challenge. Eko’s integration with EHRs enables clinicians 

to open the dashboard within their own system, offering 

a simplified process to include this health information into 

the patient’s chart.

 

EHR Integration



Benefits of Integration

One-stop solution for real-time 

cardiopulmonary data

Getting real-time transmission of 

cardiopulmonary data, including  

Eko’s audio, ECG, and other vitals 

between patients and providers is even easier with  

the EHR Integration. 

Simple workflow

Enabling single sign-on to launch into 

Eko telehealth session directly from the 

patient chart, Eko becomes immediately 

accessible within your institution’s EHR. 

Within the same screen, AI analysis can directly be viewed 

with results directly pushed to the EHR via PDF or an 

anonymous URL.

More complete picture at the frontline 

to triage care

With clear sound, ECG and FDA-cleared, 

advanced AI arrhythmia and murmur 

screening in an integrated system, Eko 

enables clinicians of all types to triage appropriately based 

on a complete picture.

Easier documentation

Eko EHR Integration enables a PDF report 

or anonymous URL to be automatically 

pushed to EHR. 

• High-fidelity auscultation

With active noise cancellation and up to 40x amplification, 

live stream stethoscope sounds with lossless quality.

• Real-time listening & viewing

On-site and remote providers can listen and view the 

cardiopulmonary data at the same time, live.

• Single click

Simple integration into Epic enables clinicians to access 

Eko’s dashboard to conduct telehealth visits with a patient 

at home or at a remote clinic. 

• Data security

Eko Cloud is HIPAA compliant and SOC2 certified, 

ensuring data is always encrypted in transit and at rest. 

• FDA cleared cardiac screening

Only FDA cleared platform to provide AI-powered  

screening of atrial fibrillation, heart murmurs, bradycardia, 

and tachycardia.

• Instant collaboration

Connected livestreaming telehealth sessions enable experts 

to hear and see the same data together.

Additional features for your health system including:

Technical requirements
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Bluetooth Eko device connections require BLE 4.2 support

Browser Chrome v89 and higher

Instances From Epic 2018 instances onward
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